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Implementation 
Issue
How do I transform my 
enterprise to lean?
What analytical tools can 
I use to support my 
decision making?










7 Principles of Lean 
Enterprise Thinking
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7.
 Emphasize organizational 
learning.
6.
 Cultivate leadership to 




 Ensure stability and flow within 
and across the 
enterprise.
4.












 Adopt a holistic approach to 
enterprise 
transformation.


































Articulate Business Case for Lean
•
 




























Monitor & Measure the Outcomes
•
 









Long-Term & Short-Term Cycles











































































Identify Key Enterprise Improvement Project Areas
•
 
Determine Impact Upon Enterprise Performance
•
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Enabling Enterprise-Level Capability
Strategy Goals, Vision, …, Business Model
Doctrine First Principles; Overarching
Organization More than an Org Chart –
 
Culture; Behaviors, Clear Roles 
and Responsibilities
Training Individual to Organizational; Developing Process Capability 
through Constructive Task Proficiency and Execution –
 
Outcome is a Learning (Enterprise) Organization
Material Product/Service Development for Success throughout the 
Lifecycle
Leadership Situational Awareness → Decision Processes → Command 
and Coordination; Tacit and Implicit Knowledge 
Personnel Knowledge and awareness drive actions and create synergy 
with others
Facilities Deliberate inclusion in EA for Infra/Info-Structure prevents 
Islands of Excellence; creates Neighborhoods of Success









































Greater Efficiency and Effectiveness
Products 
Source: Nightingale and Rhodes, 2007
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Source: Srinivasan, Bryant and Nightingale, 2008





Source: L. Cropsey, “Integrating Military Unmanned Aircraft into the National Airspace System: An Application of Value-Focused Thinking and Enterprise 
Architecting”, MIT SDM Thesis, 2008

































Articulate Business Case for Lean
•
 




























Monitor & Measure the Outcomes
•
 









Long-Term & Short-Term Cycles













































































Identify Key Enterprise Improvement Project Areas
•
 
Determine Impact Upon Enterprise Performance
•
 











Lean Enterprise Transformation Roadmap



































ation with Army 
Aviation & 
Maintenance









Enterprise transformation is a journey that is
•
 
Driven both top-down and bottom-up 
•
 
Enabled by a thorough understanding of the enterprise’s
 









Guided by the 7 principles of lean enterprise thinking
•
 
Sustained through continuous enterprise architecting
